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When I used to run the steeplechases, all those furlongs,  

I had to clear the jumps – they came at me at the gallop like waves  

of squashed forests, and the only way to get my arse clean  

over was by doing the head-bowing. That way, you could clock the jumps right up til  

the last second. And after you’d pushed off to soar  

over…. 

           ….boof,  

 

                                        they’d disappear. Miracle.  

 

But the jumps were there the whole time  

under the flying hooves and while you were airborne  

like Nijinsky your cranial fluid would slosh  

about, balance tipped and not seeing straight, all nauseous  

but too excited to puke. 

 

It’s a horse thing. 

 

* 

 

 

 

 



The artists I know and love, the true ones 

they’ve got a name for those disappeared – they call them  

vanishing points  

and there are more of those now –  

there are vanishing points for everything - they’re here - an explosion  

of them in the dark. You try to jump  

them all but you can’t, not with the low sharp ceiling  

of rock hard black bran… 

all you get is rooving down the back of dusty  

scabs, a lobotomy… 

It’s a right old gymkhana, - jumping them all to make them  

disappear, so now I do the head-bowing  

(a bum steer of horsey optical science for all of you up there) 

to make myself see them.  

 

* 

 

The vanishing points are bodies. Crime scenes.  

 

I draw them.  

In the beginning I used the walls. I had no shame.  

I was a prairie dog with tapeworms.  

I did raging graffiti all along the black seam with scrag  

end after scrag end of black bran.  

 



I took in the beasts. I did the aurochs  

when they came down, the short-faced bears, the wolves. They kept  

coming, and they still come. I try to get them down  

before they become  

fossils –  

they used to take their time but now it all happens so crazy  

quick.  No time any more for the luxury  

sittings of Rembrandt’s muse for the tourists above  

the Café des Artistes – it’s down  

to thumbnail sketches,  

one on one... 

 

* 

 

I do the head-bowing again and what do I find?  

Equus Ferus with its hind legs  

crossed – that’s what I call evolution. 

I’m taking horse box design into the next millennium 

– and it’s not even panto. An end  

of the pier show without 

a pier, and without  

an end 

 

or a show. 

 



* 

The eye of the Equus Ferus is no less  

than a feat of ocular engineering – the largest of any land mammal  

with one hundred and forty-six degrees of monocular vision.  

We’re prey.   

It’s like having two TVs – one on each side  

of your head – identical transmissions, different directors –  

one for the tragic take, one for the comic.  

Oh, spare the confusion.  

Blind yourself. 

 

The miracle is in the eyelids - three of them – an upper, a lower, and a third blackout  

blind that closes diagonally and zips shut at the first sign of threat.  

It reacts twice as fast as the first two  

can think. So the equine quarter-blink, the peeling  

back of not the first, nor the second but the third eyelid, the tending of the flag 

allowing just a sliver of light in  

at the corner, the medial canthus,  

- it’s the most deeply alluring vanishing point  -   

a quarter-blink’s worth of light is all a terrified one-eyed Equus Ferus can take in,  

but years later you do get a rather nifty flicker  

book portfolio. 

 

* 

 



So I will speak this out in blinks.  

 

It’s a strictly equine thing. 

 

Stuff moves at such a lick, and over a mile  

underground, how do you measure light? –  

 

We gave up these twenty-four little hours years ago.  

Now it’s cigarette papers.  

You glimpse them between the ash and bog alder, those compressed primeval  

forests  –  –  so the way it works is  

quarter-blink slow-lee –  

any more and it’s more light than we know  

what to do with - then nobody gets spooked. 

The last thing we want, 

least of all him.  

That right David?  

Yep, that’s him right here, David mon ami, my equine copain.  

You hold that head of yours still  

and I’ll draw you.  

(I sketch him for the calm, to keep him  

and the two bulbous flying saucers on the side of his head serene ….) 

 

* 

 



We stayed up til dawn  

and the lighting of the furnace - the gases drawn  

up one hole, oxygen down the other. Somewhere 

there’s the vanishing point of the little tarred canvas brattice-cloth open  

and shut door – it directed air flow – orchestrated by little hands,  

scrawny haunches squatted for a full twelve hours at a time  

in the meltwater river – this was the Trapper,  

unthanked, invisible.  

His thin wrist poked through the rope pull  

loop, and we lived for the moment he’d yank it open  -  

oxygen bubbles like train carriages were de-coupled  

and passed through, – some got lost in sidings  

we never knew existed, expired in some long forgotten cave called  

Game Over.  

 

* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Blessings on the pithead wheel that turns, blessings on the cable  

as quick as a zip wire, blessings on those who plummet, the black  

bran harvesters, bless the cage mesh meat safe that brings them all  

down, bless the sandwich that falls from the sky and the rat that filched it. 

Bless the pulling of the eight bran tub convoy, bless all you’re lugging  

in your sleep, on your feet, the tonnage, bless the 30d a day for the oats and  

the maize, blessings abound for the beast I tracked here all night, the slippery  

fucker whose tail I nearly caught, got to the edge and unthinking slid  

right over, bless the parts of him I’ve never seen, bless the  

KROK KROK KROK of the tail  

the other side of the silence,  

the other side of the words…. 

 

Easy, easy…it’s ok I’m calm, I’m calm, I’m stable –  

well in the sense of smelling vaguely of horses, I’m stable. A quick low  

centre of gravity snaking  

of the head to ward  

off the sabre-rattling tremors and I’ll be ok. 

 

* 

 

 

 

 

 



I am Equus Ferus…. I invented horsepower, 2500 of it - I wasn’t always here,  

one and a half miles down  –  I worked for my uncle,  

the piebald Appaloosian, maverick film director.  

I was on location in all the good westerns  

with Gary Cooper and Alan Ladd 

with the get ‘em ups and move ‘em outs,  

the taste of cheroots and spinifex, the real world  

full of rampant tumbleweed, the oxygen  

bubbles of the day prepared by real chefs with fresh legumes,  

ah, the alfalfa and clover stalks - and the tumbleweed rolled  

out their finest tumbleweed moments, and the vanishing point  

was the sunset, and our payment was tumbleweed blown out of it 

and back then that made us breathe in so deeply we yawned  

and we ran 

and horse whisperers were laid off - then when the grass stopped singing  

and got shorter along with our legs, tumbleweed blew itself out down the sink holes  

and we followed it like doom. 

 

* 

 

 

 

 

 

 



So I arrived at the moat pit, and worked that.  

I trudged the beach with its endless banks of shit  

white-hot volcanic sand, sure-footed  

as the ibex with a balletic cloven hoof,  

but in a strait jacket.   

 

The colliery boss sidled up:  

now, horsey, horsey don’t you stop, go in circles  

the way of my natty time-piece here – do that until  

I say stop, do it unquestioning. 

And he rode me clockwise side-saddle, one long donkey ride  

in his kiss-me-quick hat and time  

and motion clip board – it was the season of productivity, of getting  

things done, of fuck ‘em 

and I did nothing but pull, worked the gin pulley, made bucket after bucketful   

of the black bran break the surface - all those circles I walked 

and I saw everything over and over, and saw even  

better with the bowed head, and there I met the hoof prints of all my amigos going  

the same way, more of us each time going round the clock 

and that was comfort….  

 

The smokestack ships floated close and swallowed all the black bran  

I gave them, and the hulls smelted lower into the sea til the plimsoll lines  

sank, and men went up ladders to repaint them –  

brush strokes higher and higher up the hull for permission  



to hold more, and so the ships sank lower in the water -  but the sink holes  

sank further and deeper, holes everywhere,  

and everywhere I looked the Earth was a vanishing  

pointed pin-cushion of holes and shafts and long drops - shafts even sunk  

into the worm casts of the nematode worm and that was indestructible -   

 

unlike the people.  

 

They traipse down the greased cobbles amidst the animals crying foul.  

The carriers of cockroaches and lice.   

Past the schoolhouse where the kids lark  

around the fume cupboard in the chemistry lab,  

the chapel of rest, the pub named after the game the urchins played,  

‘Coalman’s Knock’ – the same as Postman’s Knock only dirtier.  

It’s a grand day out, families seeking their fortune  

at the pithead recruitment drive. 

 

Town crier, ring the bell, call time! – Hasten ye away young scamps, hasten  

away brothers with their big sisters older than their years  

if you know what’s good for you! – back to the bath tub by the fire gone  

out, the water still in it lukewarm, - try to get clean, but don’t swish the bilge  

about, don’t stir it up  – can’t you see?  The sludge has fallen  

neatly into its geological timelines.  

 

 



Right, let’s get zeitgeisty.  

For the dedicated followers of fashion. If you were going  

to be a fossil what would you be? It’s the question everyone’s asking.  

Fossil is the new black. Now, wherever you are on the food chain,  

you can sink down, get away from it all. All you do is  

spread-eagle yourself on a dark background  

local to you, let yourself squirm  

go inside out, sub-cutaneous first, til your bones  

poke through. All the rage. 

 

* 

 

David, did you ever bump into the nematode worm? – your head’s  

in the right place to do that, but you need your one good eye next to the ground.  

They get in via the pollen cores, nature’s slow dumb waiters bringing the peat bog  

hors d’oeuvres  – the hazelnut larders courtesy of the red squirrels  

of the Mesolithic, and there are more of those now. Just wondered  

if you and the worm are family…you’ll never believe  

what it can put up with - the cold, the dark, the heat -  

and now the pressure, the toxins, the tremors, and still  

nothing can get it.  

That nematode, it’s breaking the rules – this worm that had no designs  

on being a fossil. I’d kiss it if I knew which end its head was. 

 

 



David the skewbald Percheron – he didn’t come here in the usual fashion – bulldozed  

his way in minus a full head of hair, major organs, rosettes. 

He’s on the knife edge of being spooked – he’s absorbing  

the tinnitus of cable 

the roar of the meat safe bringing the black bran  

harvesters for the start of the shift, herding a rushing wind. 

Ooooh, check those nostrils. I see that flares 

are back in. 

This is serious. Just time  

to map the eye from the almond  

corner, capture the anger  

in the brilliant white sclera - the Saturn ring. 

In equines it masks as fear. 

He’s calmer. You see? The pupil  

reduces, nostril un-flares,  

fewer light particles  

disappear up both. More light this side  

of the lens, and the artist gets a look-in, see?  

 

* 

 

 

 

 

 



I’m in the zone here screeving away in the dark  

– flying like tumbleweed… 

The pony driver comes out of  

the shadows, cap and vest, does  

the royal command of the ‘stand by your beds!’ – eyes in the front of his head  

so binocular. He doesn’t  

know it but he’s prey like me.  

 

Flying, eh? So… you reckon you’re fuckin’ Pegasus?? 

  

The harnesses go on, gets me up and moves  

me out – and he’s not a whisperer bless him 

just a lad:  

 

- If you think you can fly, you need to re-define horse… 

 

I want to be able to yawn  

like I used to before I got to this six by six foot stall  

with the mouldy grounded tumbleweed that gives you the heaves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Define horse. Ok.  

I am bomb-proof. Measured by your nosebag size hands I am less than twelve. I have  

the largest eyes of any land mammal. Always before me is my jawline, 

my cow-catcher of a bitumen raker. I gallop, and I use sixty litres of oxygen.  

I hereby pledge I shall live come what may for thirty years to serve the cause and 

there are zeros to be added on.  

I am a New Forest brickhouse shiter.  

My daily work rate is twenty hundred  

weight of black bran, double time on the hoof. I am dawn horse, Eohippus. I have  

pieces missing. I can no longer play Buckaroo. These are my factory settings. 

 

- See the vanishing point says Pony Driver.  

 

Yeah I see it. He doesn’t see it but I do. Listen to him trying to talk my language.  

 

- Wait for the black bran tub to fill  

and then pull it all the way there. Follow the rails.  

Stop where the vanishing point ends. Leave the vanishing point when  

the black bran tub’s empty and bring it all the way back.  

 

Cue death of tumbleweed from tedium. 

 

 

 

 



It’s hot, honeydew features….salivate ten gallons. Double that for drinking.  

Salivate more. Chafe seethe slobber sate dehydrate out of juice wring out the 

tumbleweed sup the bran waterfall the thunder the squall! - woah! - it glistens, up the 

bran value, pull more, drag more, quaff the bran river dry, ooh sorry bran gone lack- 

lustre again.  

Bran price plummets. 

 

Bingo. I’m controlling the market. 

 

So Equus Ferus roamed the planet, invented the pedestal  

and you felt the benefit, - a slag mountain one side, abyss the other.… 

 

* 

 

David, look at you - the one-eyed witness to the end of wriggle  

room where dust particles outnumber light particles by twenty  

hundred thousand gadzillion to one. We no longer breathe  

oxygen but the texture of it… 

 

I draw with whatever comes to hand,  

the raw material of the day –  

if they let you have it. 

 

* 

 



It was Easter - the colliery boss’s daughter’s wedding - and I’d been drafted  

in as the bridal limo. A reward for saving a dead boy with black bran  

under his nails. Being a workhorse I got the bride to the church too early, and sharing 

the upholstery with her in the back of the cab, declared myself an artist, a connoisseur  

of the black bran, showed her some early pieces 

and would she be Rembrandt’s muse?  

 

She was wowed, I talked her out of her sparkly wedding quartzite - she stripped  

off there and then, veil, flounces, tulle - and after an etching that made  

her look better than the groom had said she’d ever looked, she sat there nursing  

the scrag end of black bran talisman until the groom showed up. He saw her boobs  

crooning at me like canaries before a gas attack, gave the artwork the once over, said:  

I don’t believe it - the bastard’s given her lignite, the third grade stuff –  

is she not worthy of the more lustrous anthracite we’re famous for,  

with the richer carbon content?  

And he went at her with soap, the coal tar, and after a thousand years of scrubbing  

in a day, couldn’t get her clean, and the decision was made to blacken  

her utterly. And that’s how she went up the aisle. They said I’d sullied  

their nuptials. So they frogmarched me. 

- Cinders, for that gross misdemeanour, you are going  

below stairs. You will never again touch or consume  

the black bran for your dodgy artistic ends. 

 

 

 



And I came up with the only bit of bull  

under pressure I could think of: when I arrive back down 

how about a mural? It would brighten the place up, epic, fossilised  

and whatnot to pass onto your grandchildren – and so what did 

he do  but give me an Etch-a-sketch, 

simulated black bran the other side of a screen. 

 

* 

David, this was the pithead recruitment drive –  

the whole town was there - a right old fairground. 

An urchin was in the queue. Name, son? We need a name,  

the ever-so-selective interview panel  

said to him – you’re perfect for the role and we need a poster boy for the trade.  

Wilfred.  

Age?  

Six.  

Two questions for you, Wilfred: are you afraid of the dark?  

And have you mastered the opening and closing of a door  

you’ll never see the other side of? 

The Trapper was what he became. 

Another one living for the black bran dust – he’ll lay the prints down  

all the way home, a map for his siblings to follow, the babies yet to be born.  

 

* 

 



And for that commute into the dark the meat safe packed five dozen in.  

And me, I was Pegasus, strapped beneath the cage and parascending  

down the hole – turns out it was how us equines went down from that time on, 

harnessed in a welter of belts and bridles,  

braces and bits , 

and dangling  

like the beast in space.  

 

After all I’d breathed, I was a shrink-wrapped methane bubble, a fart in a colander.  

Then there was a whacking, whacking, WHACKING! 

 

It was a game of piñata with sticks! I heard it before I felt it, jabbing  

and goring me til I was scabs and my innards were offal. My head was a low-flying  

chandelier that landed the cliff an uppercut. I had the arse of a baboon.  

When they performed keyhole-surgery there with the blunt end of a pit prop  

my intestines blew. There was a methane forward thrust of disappointed  

undercarriage and I shat the long drop, and the stools, oh, they rained  

down and several toiling underground were laid  

out cold. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



As vanishing points went, it was a revelation. No unscheduled  

stops on the descent. Hang a right for the bogey lift, they said,  

then three miles straight – orbit all the darknesses - shadow of penumbra, penumbra  

for real, fringe shadow of umbra-penumbra, umbra, real dark, true dark, true beyond  

belief dark, rich black, carbon black, then the rarefied blacks –  

acetylene, channel, furnace, ironically named lamp, then designer black –  

the most lack lustre of all – graphite, bister – wood soot boiled  

in water and filtered charcoal, vine black of former stalks and twigs. 

 

* 

 

David! I got carried away…Is the fossil getting to you, mon confrère, my camarade?   

It’s the pressure of what’s coming down, the patois of the junkyard zoo… 

I badly need a brush  – for an archaeological dig through the bran dust mascara. 

Fossils happen fast, I was fast becoming my own 

 

thanks to that drone-cutter spiralling 

the grinding helter-skelter throwing the world off kilter - 

after the scapegoats come the scape-beavers with sawn-off teeth free of bark stain  –  

creatures percolate down 

in the trees they happen to be hiding in. 

 

* 

 

 



I bitterly recall that first foray into the dark.  

The black bran harvesters followed me down, their boot soles over my head.  

The heat got them stripped to the waist –  

the tackers, the fillers, the hewers, the ropesmen, the jacksetters . 

Their tongues mining tooth cavities for glucose shots – they held their tools  

like phantom limbs – wedges, picks, mallets, mells… 

 

And they’re off!  The racing tips said I’d be ahead  

of the Meat Safe the whole way  - and I was. 

ONEthousandTWOthousandTHREEthousandFOURthousandFIVEthousand 

all the way to fifteen,  

the length of twelve football pitches, one and a half miles.  

 

My equine compatriot and illustrious forerunner pioneered this journey before me –  

Brian the Shetland! With his spectacular silver eye!  

He made it down but before time  

the fastest fossil in the West.  

 

* 

 

How Brian loved the black bran, lived to chisel  

it with his flinty face. 

He was a right black branster of the old school.  

 

 



It was the 5am shift on that fateful day, the meat safe ready to quit the pithead  

with sixty harvesters shut up inside, and Brian strapped beneath…  

And the mantra sounds out from within the cage mesh –  

Blessings on the one-legged engine man who releases the lever,  

(blessings on the human steerage dipping  

into that long night, limbs lean  

and faces rapt into the indescribable  

apocryphal black.)  

The pithead cable  

snapped.  

A cog in the blessings flew loose…. 

 

They were half way down when they felt the meat safe abandon  

all restraint. Ah…speed. On black hands knuckles look whiter. The cheese and jam  

stuck in the craw. Black bran dust took off out of their hair, off the cap peaks, through 

the holes in their vests, the tidemarks on their necks rising -  

bodies weightless 

 

They hit back with double blessings. This was the black bran  

harvester’s way, upright and kneeling, a pick over the shoulder to bring hard  

down on the face, the seam giving up the bounty.  

 

 

 

 



Their wives teleported their wishes to them – we’re proud of you – we love  

the V-shape above the pant line 

the alabaster buttocks you hide under that unflattering nylon 

the balletic rise to vertical  

after a twelve hour shift L or Z-shaped.  

So do as you would do. Twist your sinews  

into this harvest and counter all the wrong  

in this waste. I’m here with you, hold my hand.  

 

* 

 

Here’s the mausoleum of the equine and human.  

Brian  - (kneeling, we acknowledge him)  - a cat’s cradle  

of phalanges and metatarsals.  

 

I arrived less of a fossil. My first day on location  

in the woad of bone earth motherlode was a millennium 

and didn’t bode well… saw me as an irritant, tried  

to cough me back up like an expectorant. 

 

Jings, David – I’ve not drawn you, now look at the size of your friggin’ pupils –  

about as big as your head! What would you be, what fossil  

would you be? Your cheekbones are set like an opera diva – careful  

not to poleaxe anyone with those. Look at all this water drenching  

your mane, David. More of it all the time.  



His head is prostrate, so I’ve hoicked it above sea level.  

 

The vanishing point that keeps me awake nights is one that comes towards me, a pin  

prick, a lit taper, a flame a half a mile away. It comes courtesy of Hessian Boy.  

He’s covered head to toe in the fabric, a walking tepee. He’s the fireman,  

not there to put out the flame but to keep it alight. It moves  

between the rooms and the pillars. 

He’s the chosen one  - didn’t get away with playing  

truant, got found out, had to show his face down here and say ‘present sir’, then  

take the ultimate test. Fire versus gas. Fire thinks it rules the roost.  

Look at him, he’s dripping, soused like a herring.  

It takes his mind off the world outside his one peep-hole  

his eye is straining through. Slowly, slowly comes the dignified procession  

of one. Don’t let them know you’re here, lad, don’t  

let the marsh gas and the methane know. The nitrogen oxide,  

the sulphur dioxide, the methyl mercury in the river.  

If we find ourselves on our backs in seams of bottom  

ash that will never float away, staring up at the fly ash pollen,  

we have to accept our place in the base of the burning mountain. There’s one  

where the coal seams have self-ignited that’s been cooking  

for 5,500 years. I’d prefer that to what happened here - Big Bang  

and then Flood. I don’t  

cope well with change.  

 

* 



Minutes before you got here David, I was up to my flanks  

in swirling black cataracts. And a child came up with an expression  

you don’t often see, tranquil, floating high on a door that was done being  

a door, evolving beyond being a raft, or an exit, and wanted  

to be a bed, then a slab that hit me – bam! - it separated  

me from my cannon-bones. It was the trapper’s  

door and it was Wilfred leaning back on it, resigned, opening it wide 

to let through all the tumbleweed I ever wanted.  

 

* 

 

David, you’re outta sorts – we’ll start over with the drawing  

I promise, completely refresh, that’s the way it is.   

The tremors. There are more of those now, radiating down, down  

my forearm to the canvas, look – wonky lines.  

 

I’ll calm that peeper of his, the one that’s missing. I’ll call it Shergar.  

 

I’ve just got time to do your corneas, David, all four layers. They’re the receptacles 

for vitamins and enzymes - they wield phenomenal light-bending  

power right across the globe.  

 

* 

 

 



The meat safe wants to go up. They try to shoehorn  

me in the cage mesh door - I dig  

in my hooves, entrench them  til  

they’re part fossil.  

Wilfred’s sprawled on my back – he’ll ride  

me further than the colliery boss did...  

 

* 

 

And now look who’s coming down – fugitives!  

meerkats 

weasels 

voles 

kangaroo mice 

steppe lemmings 

 

* 

 

When we were down to the very last amoeba-size oxygen bubble,  

It was my nostrils flaring up against the roof and water sluicing into them  

a ballistic boom and pebble-dashing bran  

missiles took out my ear drums 

 

 

 



….and that’s when we met, David, you came head  

first, burst out of the seam, a hologram. 

What an entrance…you were a Cyclops…one eye followed me round  

the room, starred and scarred, hatchet neck - and the black river drained out, flowed  

over your uneven airplane ears and back down the weir of your secret egress.  

I could see your teeth were floated – sharp edges filed flat. You’d chowed down  

on your carbon so well - those deep cavities – they were packed with diamonds.  

The last two harvesters of the black bran were there, diehards who no longer cared –  

their eyes popped out when they saw – they wanted your head  

for more than just a trophy.  

They swung their picks and took it clean off, but before iron  

chipped bone your diaphragm projectile-vomited  

over them a century’s worth of black bile… 

nitrogen oxide, sulphur dioxide, cadmium, silicon dioxide, arsenic  –  

all shaken and served up with an umbrella in time  

for happy hour. Your head and front gaskins were flesh and blood  

the whole length of your coke-bloated barrel, but you were fossilised  

from your throat latch back.  

Talk about honourable discharge.  

David, what were you doing …chasing Aurochs?  

Where did you come from? You’re as close to being a fossil  

as you can be this side of dying. 

You ground, scraped, blasted, hacked your way blind 

til you got here. 

* 



My only battle was with the laminitis, it’s a trauma of the hooves,  

inflammation, ballet dancer’s point work, usual stuff, but him… 

 

David, I’ll keep sketching. Gotta get you down.  

We’ve covered the eyelids, pupil and cornea – now for the choroid – it amplifies  

light, needs must I should co-co. And there are the rod photo-receptors of your retina. 

I’ll stop at the Nystagmus – the dancing eyes of living too long  

in the dark - they’re just too quick. Anyway the tremors  

are ricocheting shooting pains down the arm of the artist –  

it’s a take over by stealth of the rattletrap rickety –  

a disorientation technique – they want to kill  

the likeness - a sure sign that they don’t care which way is up. 

So I’ve summoned the nematode worms  – must be the world’s supply. 

They’ll leech onto my arm like an artist’s overall,  

keep it steady and working – protect and survive.  

That way you won’t be remembered  

as The Great Unfinished.  

 

* 

 

 

 

 

 

 



We dress the dead the best we can, don’t we?  

Make them look the part. Eh, mon compagnon, mon gallant…? 

 

The day I let Wilfred go down the black white water  

I popped a bran nugget in his laughing mouth.  

It was what the harvesters did –  

sucked them like sweets, the bitter muscovado of comfort. Lipstick.  

It took me back to years earlier –  

to the moat pit beach –  

 

I was up there, pulling, gulping salt air, yanking the gin pulley,  

when out of the grey monochrome I met my Uncle, the maverick Appaloosian,  

the film director. I nearly trod on him.  

The floods were surging even back then, and there he was, washed up, falling  

apart like a sand sculpture. He’d come to film  

my circular catwalk show and he showed up sporting a pillar of oxygen.  

He wore it like a fascinator. It was the envy of the world.  

 

He was still wearing it, prostrate. His head tilted  

towards eleven o’clock on my o’clock route so I couldn’t quite reach it.  

I stopped.  

And when I stopped,  

the bran buckets stopped.  

And when they stopped, I saw everything stop. 

 



There was nothing like the seeing I had back then –  

the stopping of the sinking, the speeding, the deepening, the blackening  

and I felt the not quite sure of everything  

like the sun and moon in the blue clocking  

each other in a double-take -  - and you had to be still  

to see the stopping, and I was 

                                                it stopped. 

 

I was a class act in dressage, it goes  

without saying, so I went anti-clockwise.  

And I made that pilgrimage arse end  

first to meet that pillar the other side.  

 

I reversed.  

 

One dancing hoof back over the sand  

at a time. And the strangeness of it all, feeling  

so counter, everything wrong  

but somehow good.  

Then the bran buckets inched  

down,  

went back down  

on the pulley slowly,  

heavier, not lighter –  

and the buckets looked all quizzical  



but they knew not to disturb the layers –  then those toiling  

below stopped, then looked – they received the buckets tenderly and wearing  

tiny head torches became restorers and conservators,  

and with goat hair button brushes and dental picks separated  

out the nuggets, and then with fine motor skills tessellated  

them together, a jigsaw on white cushioned cloth –  

and each piece went back in the order in which it was first laid  

down in the very beginning –  

and with micro-files and tweezers each one was eased  

home.  

 

And the meat safe fell less and less far, and fell  

Still. And now that it carried no meat, finally felt safe.  

 

But the meat… the meat! It still does find a way down - living, pulsing meat  

of the beasts, it comes – how does it do that? Why would they…? – meat  

with fur on, scales on, feathers, blubber-bound, whiskers, tusks, meat  

with or without legs on, on the run… hides -  

 

How will their beast brains compute?  

How will their beast eyes break the news? 

 

 

 

 



It’s why I’m staying.  

It’s why I’m staying!  

To receive them, call them forward  

one at a time for their portraitures - see, out of their vanishing points  

they come! –  

 

calm, calm, calm, calm, CALM!  

Now, what will it be today, Mr. Prairie Dog? –  

pastels, gesso, acrylics, distemper?  

I’ll do it til the very last one,  

and at the end of the line, I might even  

get to meet that slippery fucker, the beast  

the other side  

of the words, the one that refuses  

to be silent, who chunters  

and rabbits ten to the dozen  

about how the only burden  

we’ll carry is ourselves, and to do that well –  

and to keep looking into the eyes of one  

living other  

til we’re still… 

 

 

 


